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Viscoelastic model of phase separation in colloidal suspensions and emulsions

Hajime Tanaka
Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8505, Japan*

and Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom
~Received 5 November 1998!

We propose a simple physical model of phase separation of colloidal suspensions and emulsions, which we
call the ‘‘viscoelastic model.’’ On the basis of this model, we consider two poorly understood phenomena:~i!
phase separation accompanying the formation of a transient gel, and its collapse, and~ii ! shear effects on
composition fluctuations and phase separation. These phenomena can be explained by ‘‘asymmetric stress
division’’ between the components of a mixture due to their size difference; the interaction network of particles
can store elastic energy, while a fluid component cannot. The importance of the bulk stress stemming from an
interaction network is discussed, using a concept of self-induced elastic constraint due to connectivity. We
argue that there are common features to polymer solutions, colloidal suspensions, emulsions, and possibly
protein solutions. They originate from dynamic asymmetry between the components and the resulting interac-
tion network of the slower component of a mixture, which leads to the formation of a transient gel.
@S1063-651X~99!01106-X#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 05.70.Fh, 64.75.1g, 83.10.Pp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase-separation phenomena are widely observed in
ous kinds of condensed matter including metals, semic
ductors, simple liquids, and complex fluids such as polym
surfactants, and colloids@1#. Recently it was found@2–5#
that the addition of nonabsorbing polymers to a colloid
suspension can cause phase separation due to poly
induced depletion attraction between colloidal particles@6#.
When colloids are close enough, there is an overlap of
depletion zone from which polymers are sterically exclud
The resulting unbalanced osmotic force causes attractive
teractions between colloidal particles.

Depending upon the sizes of polymers and colloids a
their compositions, a variety of phase separation behavio
observed@7–10#, including ~i! fluid-fluid phase separation
~ii ! gel-like phase separation, and~iii ! phase-separation
induced crystallization. For example, when colloidal susp
sions are brought shallowly into an unstable region@case~i!#,
the early stage of phase separation cannot be describe
the standard Cahn’s linear theory and the transport co
cient apparently has a strongq dependence@8,9#. For a deep
quench@case~ii !#, on the other hand, the initial growth of th
concentration fluctuations are followed by the formation o
transient gel, and the coarsening process apparently stop
a while. This transient gel state lasts for a long time, and t
the gel eventually collapses under gravity@7–9#. Three-
dimensional microscopic observation reveals that large h
are slowly created in a transient gel during the above proc
@9#. Its final state can be well described by the thermo
namic phase diagram. The quite similar phenomena are
observed in phase separation of other types of colloidal
pensions@11#, and also that of emulsions@12,13#. The study
of these interesting phenomena just began recently, and
situation is still far from being completely understood.

*Present and permanent address.
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Recently we found similar phenomena in the phase se
ration of polymer solutions@14#. This is characterized by the
appearance of a transient gel, the formation of a sponge
structure, the breakup of this structure, and the resul
phase inversion. We called this type of phase separa
‘‘viscoelastic phase separation,’’ since viscoelastic effe
play key roles in phase separation in addition to diffusi
and hydrodynamic effects. ‘‘Dynamic asymmetry’’ and th
resulting ‘‘asymmetric stress division’’ are the essent
physical origins of viscoelastic phase separation. Thus
argued that viscoelastic phase separation should be univ
to a mixture whose components have ‘‘dynamic asymmet
@15,16#. The appearance of a transient gel is reminiscen
viscoelastic phase separation@14–17#. Thus it is quite natural
to expect a common physical mechanism to these phen
ena.

In this paper, we focus our attention on the similarity
phase-separation behavior among colloidal suspensi
emulsions, protein solutions, and polymer solutions, and
at a universal description of phase separation in dynamic
asymmetric mixtures. Hereafter we focus on ‘‘colloidal su
pensions,’’ but we believe that the same model can be
plied to ‘‘emulsions’’ and ‘‘protein solutions’’ after some
modifications.

II. SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS AND POLYMER SOLUTIONS

A. Interaction network: A transient gel

Colloidal suspensions and polymer solutions are sim
in the sense that both are two-component liquids with a la
size difference between the components. Thus they have
trinsic ‘‘dynamic asymmetry’’ between their component
This feature leads to their interesting rheological proper
including the strong composition dependence of the visc
ity, h. Despite their similarities, however, these fields ha
developed rather independently, partly because they are
pologically quite different. This topological difference lead
6842 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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to a difference in the type of particle or molecular motio
Further, polymers have large internal degrees of freed
while colloids do not. The large internal degrees of freed
allows even individual polymer chains to bear mechani
stress under strain fields. This can be an origin of asymme
stress division. In contrast, individual colloidal particles ca
not bear any stress because they are ‘‘rigid’’ particles~soft
gel particles are exceptions!. This difference makes colloida
gels much more fragile than polymer gels, which may ca
crucial differences in their nonlinear rheology. Thus it is n
so obvious whether phase separation of colloidal suspens
can be explained by the same mechanism as that of poly
solutions. Here we argue that the ‘‘interaction network’’
colloidal particles can bear mechanical stress via topolog
and energetic interactions, even though individual partic
cannot. Thus the essential features of phase separatio
colloidal suspensions should be described by the viscoela
model of phase separation@16#.

We stress the importance of the concept of the interac
network in understanding viscoelastic phase separation
any material. Note that in a two-phase region, attractive
teractions between like species win the entropic driving fo
of mixing. Thus components having a larger size~colloids!
form their own interaction network. An important point
that the characteristic relaxation time of larger sized com
nents is much slower than that of liquid components hav
a smaller size.

B. Morphological relaxation from open tenuous
to compact structure

For colloid phase separation, a particle network ha
rather open, or tenuous, structure initially because of the
dom sticking process of particles, and then slowly becom
more compact, or more dense, to lower the free energy~see
Fig. 1!. Note that compact aggregates are characterized
large number of nearest neighbors. This change of par
configuration in colloidal suspensions just corresponds t
transition from a transient gel state to the final equilibriu
state in the viscoelastic phase separation of polymer s
tions.

For polymer solutions, we can speculate a few differ
situations:~i! Just after a temperature quench, a coil-glob
transition takes place in individual polymers. A globule m
be composed of parts of more than two chains. In this c
the junction point of a transient gel can be a globule.~ii ! If a
globule is composed of a single chain, on the other hand,
situation is very similar to colloidal suspensions.~iii ! The
other extreme is a gel similar to a chemically crosslinked g

FIG. 1. Change in particle configuration from the open tenu
structure~a! to the compact structure~b! for colloidal suspensions
An open structure corresponds to a transient gel.
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which is composed of polymers without globules. We thi
that case~i! is the most probable. Since the situation is s
lected purely kinetically, however, it is dependent upon
molecular weight and concentration of polymers. Since t
problem is beyond the scope of this paper, it will be d
cussed eleswhere.

III. TWO-FLUID MODEL OF COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS

A. Basic dynamic equations

On the basis of the above physical picture, we descr
the basic equations for phase separation of colloidal sus
sion, which is a mixture of colloidsc and liquidl. We coarse
grain a system and do not treat colloidal particles as in
vidual particles. After the coarse graining, the relevant or
parameter is the local volume fraction of colloids,f. For
convenience, we introduce the effective temperatureTe as
Te52Fp

R (Fp
R is the volume fraction of polymer in the

reservoir! @4#. This allows us to map an unconvention
phase diagram of colloidal suspensions, whose phase se
tion is induced by adding polymers instead of changing
temperature, to a conventionalf-T phase diagram. For sim
plicity, we do not explicitly treat the third component adde
to induce phase separation such as polymers, proteins
surfactants; we regard the system as a quasibinary mixt
and assume that the polymer compositionFp affects only
Te. Then we use a ‘‘two-fluid model’’@18# that can treat the
motion of each component separately. This model was
cently studied intensively to understand the stress-diffus
coupling @18,19# and unusual shear effects in polymer so
tions @20–26#.

Let vc(r,t) and v l(r,t) be the average velocities of co
loids and liquid, respectively, andf(r,t) be the volume frac-
tion of colloids at a pointr and timet. The average density is
expressed by using density of a colloid,rc , and that of a
liquid, r l , as r(f)5frc1(12f)r l . The density differ-
ence isDr5rc2r l . Under gravity (g is the gravitational
acceleration!, thus, this causes the relative motion of colloi
and liquid. We represent the direction of gravitational for
by a unit vectoriz . In the following, we assume thatDr is
small enough to have the simple form of the incompressi
ity condition“•v50.

The conservation law gives

]f

]t
52“•~fvc!5“•@~12f!v l #. ~1!

The volume average velocityv is given by

v5fvc1~12f!v l . ~2!

The free energy of the systemFmix is given by

Fmix5E drF f @f~r!#1
C

2
@“f~r!#2G , ~3!

where f (f) is the free energy per unit volume of a mixtu
with the concentrationf of colloids. Its time derivative can
be written as

s
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Ḟmix5E F ] f
]f 2C“

2f Gḟ dr

52E F ] f
]f 2C“

2f G@“•~fvc!#dr

5E ~“•P!•vcdr, ~4!
d
g
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-
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where“•P5f¹@(] f /]f)2C¹2f#, andP is the osmotic
tensor.Ff52“•P is the thermodynamic force conjugate
the order parameterf.

Here we also consider the effects of gravitational for
F i , which directly acts on the componenti ( i 5c and l ):
F i5r if igiz . Then, the Rayleighian to be minimized is
Ra5E drF1

2

]~rv2!

]t
1

1

2
z~f!~vc2v l !

21Wl
(nl)2p“•v1~“•P!•vc2~“•sc1Fc!•vc2F l•v l G , ~5!
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where z(f) is a friction coefficient per unit volume, an
z(f)5h l /jH(f) @jH(f) is the hydrodynamic screenin
length#. The friction term is the local part of dissipation@27#,
while Wl

(nl) represents its nonlocal parts:Wl
(nl)5h l“v:“v.

sc is the mechanical stress acting on colloidal particles. T
the second line of Eq.~5! represents the work done by th
thermodynamic and mechanical forces acting on the collo
and liquid. In the above, the term containing the pressurep is
added to guarantee the incompressibility condition

“•v50. ~6!

The condition that the functional derivatives of the Ra
leighian with respect tovc andv l be zero gives the following
equations of motion:

r
]~fvc!

]t
52“•P2“•sc2z~vc2v l !

1f“p1fh l“
2v1Fc , ~7!

r
]@~12f!v l #

]t
5z~vc2v l !1~12f!“p

1~12f!h l¹
2v1F l . ~8!

Thus the basic kinetic equations are given by

]f

]t
52“•~fv !1“•

f~12f!2

zR~f!
@“•P2“•sc2Drgiz#,

~9!

vc2v l52
12f

zR~f!
@“•P2“•sc2Drgiz#, ~10!

r
]v
]t

52“•P2“•sc1“p1h l“
2v1r~f!giz , ~11!

wherezR is the effective friction constant after coarse gra
ing @28#. The derivation ofzR requires the relevant micro
scopic theory, which can properly deal with hydrodynam
interactions between colloids. This problem, although it
important, remains for the future.
s

s

-

-

s

sc is the stress tensor, which is, in general, given by
constitutive equation of colloidal suspensions. Thus we n
a knowledge of the constitutive equation relevant to the r
ology of colloidal suspensions. Unfortunately, however, t
constitutive equation of colloidal suspensions is not so w
established compared to that of polymer solutions. We ar
that the relevant velocity describing the rheology in colloid
suspensions is the colloidal velocityvc . This is justified by
the fact that although the surrounding liquid produces hyd
dynamic interactions between colloidal particles, the liqu
cannot bear any mechanical stress on a long time scale,
only colloidal particles can bear it via topological and en
getic interactions. Then we argue that the rheology of col
dal suspensions, in which we are interested, can basicall
described by Maxwell-type relaxation as in the case of po
mer solutions, although there are some essential differen
between colloidal suspensions and polymer solutions, as
be discussed below. This is supported by various experim
tal evidence of such relaxation phenomena in colloidal s
pensions@2#. Further, the theory of the dynamics of Brown
ian suspensions based on the mode-coupling closure
system of generalized hydrodynamic equations@29–31# sug-
gests the relevance of a Maxwell-type relaxation model
the rheology of Brownian suspensions. The Maxwell-ty
relaxation for the shear and bulk relaxation modulus can
written asGj (f,t)5Gj (f)exp@2t/tj(f)# (tj is the stress re-
laxation time!. j 5S stands for shear, andj 5B for bulk.
HereGj@f(r)# is the local elastic plateau modulus atr ~after
coarse graining!. sc is composed of shear stresss c

S and bulk
stresss c

B as sc5s c
S1s c

B . Then s c
j obeys the following

upper-convective equation:

]s c
j

]t
1~vc•“ !s c

j 5D•s c
j 1s c

j
•DT2

s c
j

t j~f!

1Gj~f!~D1DT!, ~12!

whereD5“vc is the gradient tensor of the colloid velocit
vc . Finally, we redefines c

S as s c
S5s c

S2(1/d)Tr(s c
S)I ,

while s c
B ass c

B5(1/d)Tr(s c
B)I .

If we neglect the transportation and rotation of the str
tensorsc , it can then be written as
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sc5E dt8FGB expS t2t8

tB
D“•vc1GS expS t2t8

tS
D S ]vc

j

]xi
1

]vc
i

]xj
2

2

3
~“•vc!d i j D G . ~13!
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The constitutive equation is well established for shear
formation, but not for volume deformation. Further, it shou
be stressed that there is noreliable theory for the constitutive
equation in a two-phase region. Thus we need a more ca
consideration of the latter, which will be described in S
IV B 1. We propose that Eqs.~9!–~12! are the basic equa
tions describing phase separation or critical dynamics of
loidal suspensions.

B. Beyond the above model

The above phenomenological model has a crucial d
ciency: The constitutive equation shown above can desc
colloidal suspensions in a one-phase region, but cannot d
in a two-phase region. For example, it cannot describe
formation of a transient gel and the resulting tempo
change in the modulus,Gj (f). This process should be de
scribed by a microscopic model, which deals with colloids
individual particles. This situation is similar to that of a pol
mer solution. To describe these phenomena, thus, we ne
mesoscopic or hybrid model which can bridge betwee
microscopic model of colloidal suspensions and the ab
phenomenological one. Further studies in this direction
highly desirable.

Here we propose a simple phenomenological descrip
of the formation of a transient gel on the basis of an intuit
physical picture. The important points of a transient gel
summarized as follows:~i! A transient gel is formed imme
diately after a temperature quench whenf is larger than a
certain thresholdf tg . ~ii ! It is easily broken under the defor
mation, which stretches an energetic bond. Once the netw
is broken, there is no elastic energy stored there.

Fact ~ii ! is a unique feature of transient gels. This cau
a crucial difference between~chemically cross-linked! per-
manent gels and transient gels: The former remains ela
even when the stress-strain relation is not linear, wherea
the latter the linearity~the Hooks law! ceases when the de
formations are no longer elastic. In our previous study
viscoelastic phase separation using numerical simula
@17#, in order to express fact~ii ! on a phenomenologica
level, we chose a special composition dependence ofGB as
GB(f)5GB* (f)u(f2f th), whereGB* is a smooth function
of f @e.g., GB(f)}f], u is a step function, andf th is a
threshold composition, below which a transient gel is b
ken. We supposed thatf th is close to an initial homogeneou
composition,f0 @17#. Although this choice ofGB(f) is a bit
artificial and not supported by firm theory, it may be wor
explaining why we made such an assumption. The reas
are as follows:~a! We conjecture that the network is alread
fully stretched at the beginning since it is formed und
strong attractive interactions between colloids and tries
shrink. Thus, it should easily be broken whenever it
strongly stretched to a further degree. This can be unders
naturally by the help of the following spring model. We su
pose the attractive interaction between colloids or segm
-

ful
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to be E. Then the bond probability is given by exp@2(E
2kDx2/2)/kBT#, wherek is a spring constant andDx is an
increment of the spring length from its natural one. The
lation f th;f0 means thatE2kDx2/2;kBT at f0. For
largerE or smallerk, f th is lower than the initial composi-
tion f0. This deviation off th from the initial composition
f0 may be less significant for colloidal suspensions than
polymer solutions, because of the more fragile nature of c
loidal gels. The fragile nature may come from largek. ~b! A
nucleation of a liquid-rich phase is thermodynamically f
vored. Thus the breakup of the network is helped by
formation of a liquid-rich phase, and vice versa.

Further, the above functional form ofGB(f) can also
express fact~i! qualitatively, since concentration fluctuation
immediately switch on the bulk stress. In this way,GB(f)
can express the sudden change ofG to that of a transient gel
Gtg , after a quench~see Fig. 4! on a qualitative level. How-
ever, it is evidently artificial, and the relevant microscop
theory of the transient-gel formation is highly desirable. T
physical origin of the bulk stress will be considered in mo
detail in Sec. IV.

IV. UNIVERSALITY OF A TRANSIENT GEL AND ROLES
OF BULK MODULUS: CONCEPT OF ‘‘TOPOLOGICAL

CONSTRAINT FOR DIFFUSION’’

In the above, we introduced the bulk stresssc
B . Below,

we explain why the bulk stress is necessary to describe
phase-separation kinetics and critical dynamics of colloi
suspensions.

A. Universality of a transient gel

Here we point out a special feature of phase separatio
dynamically asymmetric mixtures. It is the formation of a
transient gel just after a quench into a two-phase region
transient gel is the most direct appearance of the ‘‘interac
network,’’ which is originated from strong attractive intera
tions between like spices that may universally exist in
two-phase region of an dynamically asymmetric mixtu
Actually, it was ‘‘commonly’’ observed in phase separatio
of polymer solutions@14#, polymer blends@15#, colloidal
suspensions@7–9#, and emulsions@13#. Thus the appearanc
of a transient gel should be quite universal for phase sep
tion of dynamically asymmetric mixtures@16#.

In polymer solutions, the relaxation timet was conven-
tionally believed to be the reptation time under purely top
logical interactions@20,24–26,32#. As proposed by us re
cently@16,17#, however, this should be the relaxation time
an interaction network of polymers~or a transient gel! itself
under a poor-solvent condition. Similarly, the slow dynam
of colloidal suspensions should be due to both topolog
and energetic origins. Although colloidal particles have
internal degrees of freedom in contrast to polymers, the m
tion of particles is affected by both topological~cage effects!
and energetic traps due to attractive interactions. In collo
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phase separation, thus,t should also be the characterist
relaxation time of the interaction network itself~a transient
gel for a deep quench!. Note thatt is formally given by
t(f,E)5h(f,E)/G(f,E), whereE is the well depth of the
depletion attraction, andE/kBT52(3RFp/2Rp) ~R is the
radius of colloids andRp is the the effective radius of poly
mers!.

B. Why is the interaction network responsible for bulk
relaxation stress? Topological constraint

Figure 2 schematically shows the situation of a transi
gel formed in a colloidal suspension. When we try to redu
or increase the volume occupied by some colloidal partic
forming an interaction network by using a membra
through which only liquid molecules can pass and collo
cannot, the membrane should ‘‘feel’’ not only the osmo
pressure but also the bulk mechanical stress, when it mo
faster than the characteristic relaxation ratetB . This origi-
nates from ‘‘elasticity of network’’ or ‘‘topological con-
straint for diffusion;’’ that is, the network has to move
keeping with its connectivity. It is easy to imagine that th
process, which is characterized bytB , is very slow. This will
be explained in more detail below.

Before discussing a situation in a two-phase region, i
worth noting the difference in longitudinal viscosity betwe
polymer solutions and colloidal suspensions in a one-ph
region. Reptation theory@33# tells us that the bulk stres
originating from polymers decays very quickly in polym

FIG. 2. Schematic figure explaining the concepts of an inter
tion network ~transient gel! and a bulk relaxation modulus. Th
dashed circle represents a membrane through which liquid m
ecules pass where colloidal particles~white balls! cannot. When we
try to reduce or increase the local volume surrounded by the m
brane at a speed faster than the relaxation rate of the bulk mod
the membrane ‘‘feels’’ not only the osmotic stress but also the b
mechanical stress. There are three physical origins of the bulk
chanical stress for colloidal suspensions:~i! the elasticity of the
interaction network under the constraint of connectivity,~ii ! a topo-
logical constraint for particle motions, which originates from t
connectivity of the interaction network, and~iii ! a topological con-
straint due to the excluded-volume effect of individual particles a
hydrodynamic interactions. Origin~iii ! plays few roles in polymer
solutions. The necessity of cooperative motion of particles cau
slow dynamics~largetB andtS) especially near a glass transitio
t
e
s

s

es

s

se

solutions in a ‘‘good-solvent’’ condition. Thus we need n
consider bulk stress due to polymers, as far as we cons
slow dynamics. For colloidal particles, it is known that the
can exist a longitudinal viscosity even for a homogeneo
system in a one-phase region@29–31#. This originates from
‘‘topological constraint’’ via repulsive interactions and/o
hydrodynamic interactions.

Here we consider both similarities and essential diff
ences among permanent gels, polymer solutions, and co
dal suspensions in a two-phase region, and intuitively
plain why the interaction network is responsible for bu
relaxation stress. For colloidal suspensions, there can
three physical origins of the bulk mechanical stress~see Fig.
2!: ~i! The elasticity of interaction network itself.~ii ! The
topological constraint for the motion of particles comin
from the connectivity of the interaction network.~iii ! The
topological constraint for the motion of individual particle
due to excluded-volume effects and strong hydrodynamic
teractions. Note that origins~i! and~ii ! also exist for polymer
solutions and gels, while origin~iii ! does not.

1. Elasticity of network

The elasticity effect can naturally be explained by a co
ventional theory of elasticity, if we pay special attention
the constraint coming from the connectivity of an elas
network. Suppose that we have an infinite percolated n
work. Now the interaction network far from equilibrium trie
to decrease its effective volume in order to lower the fr
energy. However, any nonuniform deformation of the n
work costs the elastic energy. This causes bulk mechan
stress. What is behind this intuitive explanation is a se
induced constraint due to the connectivity of the elastic n
work. This constraint is mathematically equivalent to the fo
lowing boundary condition for a finite system: the netwo
velocity vn at the boundary is zero.This is automatically
satisfied whenever the network is interconnected and not
lated. Note that osmotic stress, or diffusion, tries to cre
and enhance inhomogeneity during phase separation. T
this bulk stress effect against diffusion should universa
exist whenever the interaction network exists during ph
separation. This can be explained by the following force d
sity acting on the elastic network:

Fn52“•P1“•s. ~14!

A gel upon shrinking or swelling from a relaxed state,
a transient gel, always tries to avoid deformation. In oth
words, a transient gel is in a state of marginal balance wh
the osmotic force tries to reduce the effective network v
ume by diffusion to lower the free energy, but the bulk stre
force tries to cancel it. Accordingly, the total net force acti
on the network is strongly suppressed. This is an effect of
connectivity of the interaction network, as explained abo
This picture intuitively explains the role of bulk stress. Th
above argument also justifies the method used in Eqs.~12!
and~13! to introduce bulk; that is, we should take the natu
length of a spring as the length of a spring just after
formation of a transient gel. It is the connectivity that pr
vents a network from collapsing.

There are two types of pattern evolution, depending up
a size of a~transient! gel: ~a! to shrink homogeneously, or~b!
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to shrink inhomogeneously under the strong influence of m
chanical stress. Process~a! may occur only when a system
size L is so small that the characteristic diffusion timetD
5L2/D (D is a diffusion constant! is shorter than the char
acteristic bulk mechanical relaxation timetB . In other
words, the viscoelastic lengthjve is larger thanL @34#. This
condition ensures that a gel is free from constraint from
terconnectivity. In this case, the mechanical instability~or
nucleation! may be avoided. This means that there is a cr
cal size of a gel, below which the gel can shrink rather h
mogeneously without mechanical instability. It is interesti
to check this experimentally for chemically cross-linked p
manent gels.

In all other cases, process~b!, or mechanical instability,
inevitably occur. The competition between osmotic str
and bulk stress plays a key role in pattern evolution dur
phase separation. The elasticity of the network does no
vor any deformation. Thus the only way to achieve deform
tion during phase separation is to localize the deformatio
the interface~or boundary! of domains. This leads to a sup
pression of the normal diffusion. A diffusion mode who
wavelength is shorter thanjve is always strongly suppresse
Thus the diffusion process must accompany the volu
shrinking of a more elastic phase to avoid the inhomo
neous deformation of a network. The localization of bu
stress at the periphery of a more elastic phase and the vo
shrinking are confirmed in our simulation@17#.

The local stretching caused by the shrinking of a trans
gel leads to a stress concentration on the stretched part
domain, and leads to its breakup, which further enhances
inhomogeneous stress distribution. Thus the process of p
separation accompanying the shrinking of interaction n
work can be viewed as themechanical instability of a net
work formed by nonlinear springs.

2. Topological constraint for diffusion due to the connectivity
of particles

Origin ~ii ! stems from the topological constraint for di
fusion. This cannot be distinguished from origin~i! for poly-
mer solutions. The connectivity of colloidal particles giv
an additional constraint for the motion of particles, due
their excluded-volume effects. Particles must move in ke
ing with a network structure, which produces not only t
elasticity effect @origin ~i!#, but also the topological con
straint for diffusion due to the excluded-volume effects
connected particles and many-body interactions. The la
also produces bulk stress in addition to the former; in ot
words, it slows down the diffusion of particles forming
chain or network, since the reconfiguration of the network
sometimes required for its shrinking. This effect has not b
properly recognized so far. We argue that it may play a c
cial role in viscoelastic phase separation for colloidal susp
sions. This effect can also be included naturally in the b
stress, although we need a more quantitative theory to
scribe this effect on the microscopic basis. Since colloi
gels are not so deformable as polymer gels, origin~ii ! may
play a more important role than origin~i! for colloidal sus-
pensions.

3. Excluded-volume effects and hydrodynamic interactions

Origin ~iii ! is a unique feature of colloids, which ha
strong excluded-volume effects and hydrodynamic inter
-
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tions. Even without a transient gel, this plays an import
role in slow dynamics for largef. Actually, the glassy be-
havior of colloidal suspensions is due to these effects.
believe that they can also be included into the bulk stres

C. Roles of bulk stress

The interaction network can bear bulk stress against
volume deformation“•vc , which we believe dominates
transient gel stage of viscoelastic phase separation@16#. The
bulk relaxation modulus, which produces stress fields un
a coupling to the volume deformation“•vc . Since]f/]t
52“•(fvc), it tries to suppress the diffusion when th
diffusion rate exceeds the characteristic relaxation timetB of
the interaction network for volume deformation. In oth
words, the topological-constraint effect discussed above
the effect of decreasing the diffusion constant of netwo
forming components. The bulk relaxation modulus is resp
sible for the long incubation time of macroscopic phase se
ration and the volume shrinking of the more viscoelas
phase during phase separation@17#. Thus it plays the most
essential role in viscoelastic phase separation@16#.

D. Bulk stress or the f-dependent diffusion constant

Here we consider a naive problem, namely, whether
should include the above effects into thef dependence of
z(f) @35# or into the bulk stress@16#. Both apparently cause
similar effects@16#. In the spirit of a two-fluid model, it is
more natural to include the effects of origins~i! and ~ii !, as
the bulk stress rather than as thef dependence ofz. Usually,
the friction between colloidal particles and liquid per vo
ume,z, should simply depend uponf, reflecting the prob-
ability of contacts between colloids and liquid per volum
and the hydrodynamic interactions. In a two-fluid model
polymer solutions, for example, even the effect of the ch
connectivity of polymer itself~entanglement effects! is in-
cluded in the stress tensor via the constitutive equation
polymer solution. All the topological information can, thu
be expressed by the mechanical stress term in a two-fl
model.

Although we may put the topological information, e.g
the connectivity of the interaction network of colloidal pa
ticles, into the friction term, there are two serious fundam
tal problems for such an approach:~i! It is not straightfor-
ward to include the dynamic effect into the diffusio
constant. Note that the network tries to suppress diffus
only when the deformation rate exceedstB . ~ii ! The friction
term is introduced as a local term@see Eq.~5!#, but the con-
nectivity produces ‘‘nonlocal effects.’’ Thus we believe th
our approach, based on the bulk stress, is physically m
natural than an approach based on thef-dependent diffusion
constant to express the relaxational nature of a transien
@origins ~i!–~iii !#.

V. PHASE SEPARATION

In this section, we neglect the effects of gravity (Dr50
or g50) and consider only viscoelastic effects.

A. Phase-separation kinetics under a shallow quench:
A viscous fluid regime

First we consider viscoelastic effects for a case of a sh
low quench (T.Tc.Ttg), where a transient gel is neve
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formed and the characteristic deformation rate is slower t
the viscoelastic relaxation rate (;1/t). Here we assumetB
5tS5t just for simplicity. We do not consider the differ
ence in the relaxation time between shear and bulk str
Using the relation“•vc52(1/f)(]f/]t), we obtain the
linearized equation forZq5@“•“•sc#q :

]Zq

]t
>2

Zq

t
1

2G

f
q2

]fq

]t
,

whereG5GB1 4
3 GS . Herefq is the Fourier component o

the deviation from the initial compositionf0, and it obeys,
to linear order@23,36#

]fq~ t !

]t
>2Gqfq~ t !2

2LGq2

f2 E
0

t

dt8e2(t2t8)/t
]fq~ t8!

]t8
.

~15!

Here we use f 5kBT@(r 0/2)(f2fc)
21(u/4)(f2fc)

4#.
This form of the free energy is reasonable as long as
concern only a shallow quench near a critical point.Gq
5Lq2(r f1Cq2), whereL5f2(12f)2/z(f), is the decay
rate in the absence of the viscoelastic coupling.r f5r 0

13u(f02fc)
2, wherer 05a(Te2Tc

e) (a is a positive con-
stant! andTc

e andfc are the critical temperature and comp
sition, respectively. The correlation length is given byj
5@C/ur fu#1/2. For a case when the time scale offq is slower
thant, we can set]fq(t8)/]t85]fq(t)/]t in Eq. ~15! and,
thus, the growth rate offq is given by

A~q!5Lur fuq2~12j2q2!/~11jve
2 q2!, ~16!

wherejve5(2hL/f2)1/2 is the so-called viscoelastic lengt
@18,23,24#. This jve gives us the length scale above whi
dynamics is dominated by diffusion and below which
viscoelastic effects. Without viscoelastic coupling, the re
tion A(q)5Lur fuq2(12j2q2) should hold as Cahn’s linea
theory @1# predicts. As shown in Fig. 3, the above relatio
@Eq. ~16!# well explains the unusualq-dependence ofA(q)
experimentally observed in colloid phase separation@8#, with
jve;10j;2.4 mm. This suggests the relevance of o
model to colloidal phase separation, or the importance
viscoelastic effects.

FIG. 3. Fitting of Eq. ~16! to the experimentally observe
growth rate of the concentration fluctuations,A(q). The solid curve
represents a theoretical curve. The data were taken from Ref.@8#.
n
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e
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B. Phase-separation kinetics under a deep quench: Transient
gel regime

Next we consider phase separation accompanying the
mation of a transient gel for a deep quench. If we consi
only the topological effects, rheological theories of colloid
suspensions@37# without energetic interactions tell us tha
h;h l(12f* )(12f/f* )22, wheref* is a critical volume
fraction separating a fluid and a glassy state, and, thus,
viscoelastic lengthjve can become much longer thanj only
for large f nearf* ;0.58. As mentioned above, howeve
we also have to consider energetic interactions between
ticles at the same time@16#. Their effects change the abov
argument even qualitatively, and lead to a completely diff
ent physical picture. With an increase inE, the population of
bonded colloidal particles and the lifetime of bonds bo
increase rapidly in proportion to exp(E/kBT). This leads to
the formation of a transient gel forf.f tg under a deep
quench (Te,Ttg

e , or E.Etg). Here f tg , Ttg
e , and Etg are,

respectively, the threshold values of composition, effect
temperature, andE that separate a liquid and transient g
state.

The f tg , Ttg
e , and Etg can be estimated as follows. Ac

cording to the diffusion-limited cluster aggregation~DLCA!
model@38#, the mean cluster size scales ass;ft/tR , where
tR;(R2/DR) (DR5kBT/6phR) and the radius of gyration
of a cluster asRcluster/R;s1/df , wheredf(;1.8) is the fractal
dimension. The gelation occurs whenf(Rcluster/R)32df;1.
The gel time is then given bytgel;tRf23/(32df ). Whether a
transient gel is formed or not is dependent upon the com
tition between cluster growth and phase separation.f tg can,
thus, be estimated from the relationtgel;tj , where tj

5j2/Dj (Dj5kBT/6ph lj) is the characteristic time o
composition fluctuations. It is worth noting that Haywar
Heermann, and Binder@39# studied the problem of dynami
percolation induced by phase separation of a short-ra
Ising lattice gas model, and estimated the dynamic perc
tion threshold as 0.16,f tg,0.2 by a Monte Carlo analysis
which is close to the percolation threshold of random
packed spheres (fp;0.16). Thisfp is the upper bound of
f tg , since the relationf tg;fp means instantaneous gelatio
(tgel;tR). The Ttg

e (Etg
e ) is, on the other hand, estimate

from the relation 2Etg
e /kBT;1 as Ttg

e ;22Rp/3Ra(f),
wherea(f) is the volume fraction of free volume~see Refs.
@4,5# on its functional form!, and a decreasing function off.

C. Classification of phase-separation types

Here we discuss the possible types of phase separa
using the above estimation off tg andTtg

e . Figure 4 schemati-
cally explains how the way of phase separation depe
upon the initial composition and the quench depth. If w
bring a system into a transient gel region from a one-ph
region, the plateau modulus of a system changes drastic
from G(f) to Gtg(f), as shown in Fig. 4, reflecting th
formation of a transient gel. This picture, which is support
by the direct rheological measurements of phase-separa
emulsions@13#, explains the transition from apparently ord
nary fluid-fluid phase separation to a transient gel beha
aroundTtg

e @7–9#. It should be noted that a similar trans
tional behavior is observed in polymer solutions@14#. Such a
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deep quench induces a large jump injve within a time scale
of tgel, andjve can be quite macroscopic after the formati
of a transient gel; in other words, the elastic effects
switched on. In a permanent gel, for example, it is kno
that when the bulk osmotic modulusKos is negative but
Kos1GB.0, only a single macroscopic mode becomes
stable against homogeneous volume change without
hancement of small-scale fluctuations@40#. This is because
in such a geljve;L (L is the macroscopic size of a gel!.
We argue that the characteristic length of phase separatio
a transient gel should be characterized byjve, which gives
the average distance between nuclei of the dilute phase.
causes spatially correlated nucleation, which explains the
istence of a peak at a finite wave number in the scatte
function @14,15#.

This leads to the following picture of phase separati
Initially spinodal decomposition proceeds by diffusion; ho
ever, it cannot proceed any more after the formation o
transient gel because its way of decomposition with
length scale of;j costs too much elastic energy; in oth
words, the spinodal line is largely shifted down toTe satis-
fying Kos(T

e)1Gtg
B50 (Gtg

B is the bulk modulus of a tran
sient gel! from that satisfyingKos(T

e)50. This conclusion
can be directly obtained from our dynamic equation@Eq.
~9!#. When the diffusion rate (f0

21]f/]t>2“•vc) is faster
than 1/tB and 1/tS ,

sc
i j ;GBE dt8“•vc

1GSE dt8S ] ivc
j 1] jvc

i 2
2

3
~“•vc!d i j D .

Using the relation“•vc>2f0
21]f/]t, we obtain

“•“•sc;2S GB1
4

3
GSDf0

21
“

2f52
G

f0
“

2f.

On the other hand,

FIG. 4. Schematic equilibrium and transient modulus~an upper
figure!, and the corresponding dynamic phase diagram of a collo
suspension~a lower figure! predicted by our model. PS stands f
phase separation. The upper figure represents a rapid change
mechanical properties of a mixture, which is induced by the form
tion of a transient gel after a deep quench.
e
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n-

of
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“•“•P;f0r 0“
2f2f0C“

2
“

2f1•••.

In the linear regime, thus,

“•“•@P2sc#;f0
21@~r ff0

21G!2f0
2C“

2#“2f.
~17!

SinceKos;r ff0
2, the spinodal line is given by the conditio

Kos1G50. Phase separation initially tries to proceed
spinodal decomposition sinceKos,0, but immediately after
the quench elastic effects come into play, reflecting the f
mation of a transient gel. In this way, the viscoelastic effe
switch the way of phase separation from spinodal decom
sition ~SD! to nucleation and growth~NG!. The liquid-rich
phase appears by the NG mechanism and grows with ti
even in the unstable region of the equilibrium phase diagr
(Kos,0). The appearance of a dilute phase as a hole
transient gel of a colloidal suspension was actually obser
with optical microscopy@9#, which supports this picture.

It is not clear whether the condition of absolute instabil
Kos1G,0 is realized for a deep quench or not: IfG in-
creases more rapidly thanuKosu upon cooling, such an un
stable situation may never be realized.

It is worth mentioning here that the above condition
instability has a very different meaning from that for perm
nent gels, reflecting the difference between transient and
manent gels. Note that a transient gel is formed by ph
separation itself, andG is determined by the ‘‘dynamics’’ of
deformation during phase separation.

VI. GEL COLLAPSING UNDER GRAVITY

Next we consider the phenomenon of a gel collaps
under gravity. This is important whenDrÞ0. For usual col-
loidal suspensionsDr.0, while for oil-in-water emulsions
Dr,0.

Note that the major effects of gravity appear in Eq.~11!,
which directly produces the hydrodynamic transport of m
terial. The gravitational term in Eq.~9!, which affects the
diffusion via the composition-dependent diffusion consta
is negligible. In the initial stage, the majority phase is t
colloid-rich phase that forms a transient gel. Howev
Gtg(f) relaxes toG(f) slowly ~see Fig. 4!. The lifetime of
a transient gel can roughly be estimated ast r;jve

2 /Dj .
Sincejve increases with an increase inFp or E, t r should
increase with an increase in a quench depth~or Fp). This is
consistent with experimental results@8,9#. After t r , a tran-
sient gel state starts to lose its elastic nature, since the d
sional effects start to win over the viscoelastic effects. Th
a transient gel can no longer support the gravitational fo
Drgiz . This leads to the collapse of the gel. In other word
the viscoelastic relaxation of a transient gel can be the or
of the gel-collapsing phenomena. After the relaxation,
volume fraction of the colloid-rich phase should simply
determined by the equilibrium phase diagram.

The collapsing process of gel may be simulated by so
ing our kinetic equations, including gravity effects@Eqs.~9!–
~11!#, numerically. This is now under investigation.

For f tg,f,fsym (fsym is a symmetric composition
where the two phases have an equal volume!, thus, phase
inversion takes place during phase separation, while fof
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.fsym it does not~see Fig. 4!. For f,f tg , on the other
hand, a system cannot form an infinite network and, th
isolated, compact spherical droplets are immediately form
by SD. In this case, there is no mechanism preventing
loids from falling down under the gravity, and sedimentati
of drops begins immediately after the formation of drople
We point out that the above case off tg,f,fsym the most
drastic gel collapsing should be observed because there
phase inversion during the phase separation.

VII. SHEAR-INDUCED COMPOSITION FLUCTUATIONS
AND DEMIXING

Finally, we point out that shear-induced composition flu
tuations and demixing~or flocculation! @2# may occur by a
mechanism similar to that of polymer solutions@20,24–26#.
Shear-induced composition fluctuations are induced by
increase ofh with f, which is commonly observed in col
loidal suspensions. Shear-induced demixing, on the o
hand, requires a certain mechanism to store elastic en
under shear. This causes the modification of the effec
free energy functional that includes dynamic effects a
leads to the shift of a phase diagram. This phenomeno
known as ‘‘shear-induced demixing’’ in polymer solution
under shear@20#. The mechanism to store elastic energy u
der shear is essentially different between colloidal susp
sions and polymer solutions. The shear effects may be
pronounced for colloidal suspensions than for polymer so
tions.

In the following, we briefly discuss shear effects on c
loidal suspensions@41# on an intuitive level. The more de
tailed discussion, including the effects of long-range hyd
dynamic interactions, will be presented elsewhere.

A. Linear regime

Under thermal fluctuations, local shear stress is stored
homogeneously due to the strong nonlinear and asymm
dependence ofGS(f) on f. Note that the stress relevant to
shear problem is the ‘‘shear’’ stresssc

S . Linear theory tells
us that this enhances composition fluctuations along the
tension axis of the flow, since this stress moves colloi
particles toward a more concentrated region.

This linear Newtonian regime is given by the conditio
ġtS<1, whereġ is the shear rate. Under this condition,sc
is given as

sc;h~f!~D1DT!;h~f!ġ. ~18!

Then one can straightforwardly obtain the following expre
sion for the relaxation rate of the composition fluctuatio
convected by shear flow@20#:

Geff5LFq2~r 01Cq2!22
]h

]f
f21ġqxqyG Y @11jve

2 q2#.

~19!

It is important to note that if]h/]f.0, Geff can be negative
even for positiver 0 for ġ.ġc , indicating the growth of
s,
d
l-
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fluctuations even in a thermodynamically stable regio
Compare this equation with Eq.~16!. The critical shear rate
ġc is obtained as

ġc;r ff/~]h/]f!. ~20!

It should be noted that this enhancement occurs only in
limited region of q space@20,24#. We expect such shear
induced enhancement of fluctuations for colloidal susp
sions in a one-phase region near a critical point~see Fig. 4!.

It is worth noting that for adhesive spheres with stickine
1/k, the following relation is known forh(f) @2#:

h~f!5h lF112.5f1S 6.01
1.90

k Df21O~f3!G . ~21!

B. Nonlinear regime

In a nonlinear regime, the effects of normal stress m
further strongly enhance the heterogeneity@20#. Our gener-
alized diffusion equation@Eq. ~9!# tells us that composition
fluctuations grow when the typical value of the shear str
scxy exceeds the osmotic modulusKos. Because of the lack
of reliable theories describing the non-Newtonian regime
colloidal suspensions, we cannot make definitive argume
However, we can at least say that fluctuation enhanceme
not expected when interactions between colloidal partic
are repulsive whereKos@G, while it might be observed
when Kos;G. Shear effects on colloidal suspensions in
nonlinear regime need further studies to be clarified.

VIII. SUMMARY

We recently proposed that phase separation of conde
matter can be classified into three types: solid, fluid, a
viscoelastic phase separations@14–16#. In this paper, we
show the possibility that the phase separation of colloi
suspensions, emulsions, and protein solutions can be
scribed by the same viscoelastic model of phase separa
@16#. This is based on the fact that the stress is divided q
asymmetrically between colloidal particles and the liqu
The liquid cannot support any mechanical stress, while
‘‘interaction network’’ of colloidal particles can support it
This interaction network can bear bulk stress upon a cha
of “•vc . We conjecture that this is primarily the result o
the ‘‘elasticity of interaction network’’ and the ‘‘topologica
constraint for diffusion’’ of colloidal particles: they have t
move in keeping with the topology of the network, and th
constraint produces the bulk stress. The self-induced c
straint from the connectivity of the elastic network may
responsible for the bulk stress. Strong dynamic asymm
between components of a mixture is a necessary cond
for viscoelastic phase separation and the formation of a t
sient gel. This idea leads to simple explanations for t
poorly understood phenomena:~i! phase separation accom
panying the formation of a transient gel and its collaps
under gravity, and~ii ! shear effects on composition fluctua
tions and phase separation.

In this paper, we focus on the similar features of pha
separation between colloidal suspensions and polymer s
tions, which originate from a ‘‘dynamic asymmetry’’ be
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tween components of a mixture. However, there are imp
tant differences between them. The effects of long-ra
hydrodynamic interactions between colloids, which are ch
acteristic of colloidal suspensions, are much less signific
in polymer solutions. This effect should be included prope
in our model. Another crucial difference between polym
solutions and colloidal suspensions is their nonlinear rhe
ogy. For example, colloidal gels are much more fragile th
polymer gels. It is quite important to clarify how this diffe
ence affects their phase-separation behavior. The inclusio
nonlinear rheology into a two-fluid model may be require
which is also necessary to understand the shear effect
composition fluctuations in a nonlinear regime.

There also remains a quite fundamental problem comm
to any dynamically asymmetric mixtures. In this paper,
effects of a transient gel on phase separation are discusse
a qualitative or phenomenological level, focusing on
physical significance. Accordingly, the discussion is rat
speculative. We need a microscopic theory to describe
formation of a transient gel and the resulting change
moduli on a more quantitative level. Then we need to
velop a mesoscopic or hybrid model to bridge the mic
scopic model with our phenomenological model. Further t
oretical and experimental studies are highly desirable
check the validity of our phenomenological model, and
gain a deeper understanding of these phenomena. Nume
simulations would also play a quite important role in an u
derstanding of these phenomena.

Concerning the relation between viscoelastic phase s
ration and shear effects on critical fluctuations and ph
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separation, it is worth mentioning the following points:~a!
For phase separation free from shear, the deformation ra
determined by the self-induced velocity fields during pha
separation. Since it is diffusion that is responsible for ph
separation and bulk stress is directly coupled to it, the b
stress plays a much more essential role than the shear s
does, especially in the early stage.~b! For phase separatio
under steady shear, on the other hand, the deformation ra
determined by the shear rateġ, and the shear stress plays
major role.

Finally, we suggest two simple experiments to check o
model: ~i! observe the phase separation in colloidal susp
sions with microscopy, and check our dynamic phase d
gram ~Fig. 4!, including phase inversion; and~ii ! measure a
light-scattering pattern of colloidal suspensions in a o
phase region near a critical point under a weak shear
check the shear-induced enhancement of fluctuations.
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